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Each data set was then processed to separate individual
streams by !he WWW client's IP address. The ru-st data
set contains 8,592 document requests from 157 local users
to 775 remote servers. The second set contains 11,590
requests from 185 loca1 users to 1,242 remote servers.
Some users and servers were active in both sessions.
Because of the large number of remote servers present in
our data sets, we felt confident that the analysis is
representative of !he typical network activities.
3. Traffic Model
We took the approach of creating a model for the physical
process of WWW document request arrivals, and then
rIDding !he distribution and parameters from empirical
data sets. Combining this model with the Pareto
djstribution of document sizes by Crovella and Bestavros
[6], one can get a complete description of the data traffic
on the access link.
A. WWW Request ArrIval Model
When a WWW user clicks on a hypertext link, several
URL requests may follow. The rlrst one transmits the
user's direct request to the server. During the execution of
the user's request, other requests may be automatically
generated by the client program. For example, each in.
line image requires a separate request be sent
automatically by the client program during the download
of a page. These requests each open a TCP new
connection, and the TCP connections are either
overlapping or back-to-back. : - .:

After the user's request and its associated requests are
completed, the user typically will take time to absorb the
information just received before initiating the. next.
request. This physical process is evident in the arrival

pattern of a random user in Figure 2:8. . Hence, the traffic.
can be modeled with. an inactivc;' 'or OFF, period
following an active, or ON, period that consists of a series

'. of requests as depicted in Figure 2-b.
The first request in an ON period is initiated directly by
the use!. The new few requests may be generated
automatically by the client program. An ON period may
include more than one direct request by the user, for the -
user may make another request before all the cunent'- -. . . .

(a) Document Arrival Pattern of an WWW lTser
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Figure 3. Welbull Plot of ON-PeriOd Duration -
To demonstrate the distribution's insensitivity to the . C. OFF Period Distribution .

particular choi~e of 60 seconds for the threshold value: .; The OFF period. represents the "thinking" time of the user, ;

Figure 4 shows'the probability distribution's Weibull' and typically indicates the existence of significant pause
plotting' with threshold values 30 and 120 .seconds: In, in the communication activities, Figure. S" shows the
both "cases, the shaPe value maintains at k-0.91 , and the": : 'r~sults .of ..fitting the. complementary':probability ~
scale parameter 9 increases or descreases' accordingly ~.:;" distribution function I-F(x) with a ~wer function, wheredata are added to or remoted from the tail. . .. ,'. .". , .; R. is. the residual value of the fittfn"g, The fitting was
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applied to.~ data pOiDtS. W; first data set, and to only,.
. '" . - .'.-. ,

the perIod shorter than 6.(XX) ~D;ds In the.second fo~-. :'- .', ..., .." .'.' ,"
;,' . :~;.:j':,';~'::-::..;..;,i".~-:,,"'i: ; ".'

. -, " . .
WebJUProb8bIIIIy ~ D8ta S« II - ActI'..e ~ 30 ~

~~;~,~j';;,. ..,

'. .

;I
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Figure 4. Insensitivity Test with Different 1nreshoJd Values

The results suggest that the duration of the OFF period
b~lo"ngs to a Pareto distribu~ion wi~ proba.bility
djsb'ib\:ltion function:. : '

::: ":-"" F() ~.. Pr b (t ) 1 (k/ )a' (4)
,~. x = o. ~x = -x.., .. .." c" . -,. '.. .or~edenSitYfunction,.. . . ':.' "" :: "

- .~.::.,;':i':~:'::: . "'P(~),=..~~ /.~,a+l':.-~::(,j.':.~-.;'..;:

hour data set. R~uests longer than 6,CXX> seconds apart
can be ~ewed as ~o _sep~. ~~'" -

.;: : ":-;

-. .c,

where krepresents .the smallest value.
. . ..'. -: ,-. :

A Pareto distribution has iDfuii~ mean if~l, aDd .~te -
v~~ce if aS2..-,.~~ ~c; dit.a~suigest an a. ..
value of.O.9and. 9..S~, res~vely':;._Inboth. case, the
distribution bas ~~. ~e~ and yari~~. ;,Us~ga ~.S: "

one,-wo~l~ .8et the follo'jt'mg probabi~ty d~nsitY ~ction. -
as an empmcaI mode~ for the OFF penod length:. ,.,', .... ",., -.
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The first data set produces 8,592 samples _of inter-anival
time, and the second 11,590. There appears to be more
WWW activities in the afternoon session (Data Set 1) than
the morning session (Data Set n) with a mean request rate
of 0.48 versus 0.24 requests per user per minute.. The
statistics of interarriva1 times, nevertheless, are
remarkably similar, as suggested by the fIrst and second
moment values in Table I, and the Weibull probability
plots in Figure 6.

1000 - 2000 3000 4000 5(XX) 6000

x

Data Set n ( partial x<6000 )

x
10

Figure S. Fitting Pareto Distribution to Emplrlcal Data
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Figure 6. Weibull ProbablUty Plot or Inter-Arrival
Times

4. Applying the Model to NeMorkPlanning. , ' .

Bec~Se the model was developed from actual b"affic data, ~ ,-
it can'provide an accurate and realistic foundation to
network planning .and b"affic engineeririg. The flTSt part'of
this section describes the applications of- this model to
networK plarining problems. and the second part relates~ . ..'
the findin~s to .the traffic self.similarity issue:,. . ,co.": .,:. .
A.Applications~ .'" .,'.:" .;.,:;.. .:.'-'" co' "

We use' the. problem .of,;'estimating: the?bandwidth.,~.~,..;.
requirement of a central. office (CO) with s .sUbsCrlbeiSf"cir ~:;

-;
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ifferent active ratios A. A subscriber IS acuve It De or
Ie logs on the data services. It can be modeled as a
Jtue with SA i.i.d. sources. Each source generates.
temates between- the ON and OFF states with:'
sbibutions defmed by Eq. (3) and Eq. (6), res~tively.:
rithin the ON process, the source generates documents ~

ith random inter-arrival time a as defmed by probability
~nsity function Eq. (7). Finally, the length of each
)CUInent is given by a Pareto disbibution as described in
i). This model C.an be used directly in a simulation to
,rain measuret:nents of such performance mebics as .
Jeue length, packet loss rate, packet delay and trUniilization.. . .

b .be I subscriber n
suscn r. .,t..,. .,.~ .".l ~ ."~, :.: ..'1'. .,.,','.. - I U :.: .

1= = I

(a). Application Model
. I
I D I I: PIltIO , n: We~un i
IPIteIOI ,, . '

, 'I I~ 'aH~~~:--.;..' r: We.b\IU .
, I .

I I
I

: "rIi)
(b). Traffic of Each Subscriber

FIgure 7. Application in Network Planning

B. Relating to Self-Similar Traffic
The OFF period is indeed heavy tailed with a Pareto
distribution of a S2. Both the duration and the inter-
arrival time during the ON period are heavy tailed with a
Weibull distribution of k<l. We suspect the packtts
arrival of each source as depicted in Figure 7-(b) is still
heavy tailed. The packet arrival process appears to be
long range dependent, or self-similar [9) with Hurst
parameter H-o.9,:as indicated by the R/S plot based on
our data. One likely explanation for self-similarity is
believed to 1?e the heavy taiJ distributions of individual
ON-OFF sourc;cs [7]: ~is c~ be related to the heavy-tail
disbibu~.on in ~e.~~al dataand,our m?del.

'. .. , .". ..' , , .5. Coriclusl"on.. ", . "...

A empirical model. was developed in this paper for the
WWW document request arrivals at the access link. This.
model Can be used for "capacity planning for data services
with HFC, F:ITCJSDV or ADSUVDSL networks. .' ".
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